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An Ising-inspired numerical model is developed to study spontaneous quantum teleportation in
a quenched spin lattice. Quantum teleportation is an operation that can, using entangled pairs of
particles, transport a quantum state across arbitrary distances with high fidelity. In doing so, it
destroys the state in one location and relocates it to another. In this context, teleportation serves
as a long range interaction that randomly introduces correlations and disorder into a lattice. In
addition, different Bell state projection and entangled pair swapping models are also explored, as
are the effects of decoherence. The results are compared to the standard Ising model in one- and
two-dimensions across several thermodynamic parameters versus temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum teleportation is an operation that can trans-
port a pure quantum state across arbitrary distances with
high fidelity [1]. Normally, the process is performed ac-
tively by an experimenter [2][3][4] and is a standard el-
ement of the growing arsenal of quantum information
tools being developed for quantum computing, quantum
cryptography, and other emerging quantum technolo-
gies [5][6][7]. Here, we explore the effects of spontaneous
quantum teleportation using an Ising-inspired model in
a quenched spin lattice. That is, the teleportations oc-
cur without an active experimental intervention and the
quantum correlation process is driven by the natural dy-
namics of a physical system in thermal equilibrium. We
refer to a quenched lattice as one which fixes the loca-
tion of all particles and isolated spins in space. This is in
contrast to an annealed lattice which would allow single
spins and entangled particle pairs to diffuse and interact
in the lattice versus time.
In addition to a lattice of fixed single-particles in z-
component spin eigenstates used in the Ising model, all
of our quantum correlation models require the presence of
entangled pairs of particles known as Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen (EPR) pairs [8]. In this context, the spin EPR
pairs are treated quantum mechanically in the Bell basis.
These pairs can be considered to be correlated impurities
in an otherwise thermalized spin system. To introduce
the EPR pairs into the spin system, and to emulate the
measurement process, we consider several models of a
quenched lattice and also consider decoherence effects.
After initializing a randomized spin lattice, the fixed
spins and EPR pairs are allowed to interact at some tem-
perature. Like the Ising model, these objects are sub-
jected to a metropolis algorithm that allows their states
to fluctuate based on nearest neighbor interactions. How-
ever, now there are additional effective interactions that
can spontaneously teleport single particle states, teleport
entangled pairs, or generate entangled pairs, producing
a variety of results.
To isolate the effects of introducing entangled EPR
pairs and spontaneous teleportation into the system,
three cases are studied: pure Ising; Ising with telepor-
tation; and teleportation alone. The teleportation in-
teraction includes pair swapping, where the teleported
state is itself an EPR pair, as well as Bell state projec-
tions, which are local single particle measurements that
project non-entangled pairs into entangled states. The
latter case has the effect of generating an EPR pair from
two single-particle spins. All of these spontaneous cor-
relations alter the local spin interactions and can serve
as a randomized long range interaction that introduces
differing degrees of order and disorder, thus affecting var-
ious thermodynamic parameters. These three models are
compared with one another in both one and two dimen-
sions.
The decoherence mechanism dilutes the purity of the
Bell states, driving them into a mixed quantum configu-
ration due to local interactions over a tunable character-
istic time scale. This has the effect of measuring pure
two-particle entangled Bell states into mixed uncorre-
lated single particle states of definite spin. In the limit
of short decoherence times, the system approaches the
expected Ising quenched lattice results. In the limit of
long decoherence times, the entangled pairs retain their
quantum mechanical purity indefinitely.
After reviewing the mechanics of quantum teleporta-
tion, the Ising-inspired models are discussed in some de-
tail for the one- and two-dimensional lattice. The effects
of teleportation on the system are isolated and studied
across several thermodynamic observables varied quasi
statically versus temperature such as: energy, specific
heat, magnetization, and critical temperature. In addi-
tion we study the entanglement density of the system.
Limitations of the models are discussed as well as possi-
ble future directions.
II. THE BELL STATES, QUANTUM
TELEPORTATION, AND PAIR SWAPPING
One remarkable result of quantum mechanics is the
existence of entangled particles, particles who’s quantum
states are entangled, correlated, and dependent on one
another. Once two particles are entangled, the quantum
correlation and entanglement of states perpetuates over
distance. For two spin one half particles, any possible
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2entangled state in which they can reside can be described
in terms of the Bell basis, a complete orthonormal basis
for a set of two entangled spin one half particles. The
four states, known as the Bell states, that comprise the
Bell basis are∣∣∣Ψ(−)12 〉 = 1√2 (|↑1↓2〉 − |↓1↑2〉) (1a)∣∣∣Ψ(+)12 〉 = 1√2 (|↑1↓2〉+ |↓1↑2〉) (1b)∣∣∣Φ(−)12 〉 = 1√2 (|↑1↑2〉 − |↓1↓2〉) (1c)∣∣∣Φ(+)12 〉 = 1√2 (|↑1↑2〉+ |↓1↓2〉) (1d)
where each subscript refers the respective particle [1].
The non-local effects of quantum entanglement can be
utilized to transmit quantum states, or quantum informa-
tion, over distances without physically transferring any
particles themselves. This transmission process is known
as quantum teleportation. The nature of entangled parti-
cles and the quantum teleportation process also does not
require the sender to have any knowledge of the trans-
mitted state or of the location of the receiver [1]. Simple
quantum teleportation can be accomplished using a three
particle system. This quantum teleportation process is
outlined in Fig. 1. The first particle, particle 1, resides
in the unknown state which is to be teleported, while
the other two particles, particles 2 and 3, are prepared
in a Bell state. The unknown state, particle 1, can be
described by
|φ1〉 = a |↑1〉+ b |↓1〉
where a and b can be complex and satisfy the normaliza-
tion condition |a|2 + |b|2 = 1. In order to transmit the
unknown state, |φ1〉, of particle 1 to another location,
particle 1 and one of the entangled particles, particle 2,
must be separated from the other entangled particle, par-
ticle 3, as shown in Fig. 1. The location of particle 3 will
be the location where the quantum state of particle 1
will be transmitted. To initiate the quantum teleporta-
tion process, a measurement of particles 1 and 2 must
be preformed in the Bell operator basis. A measurement
of particles 1 and 2 in the Bell operator basis will en-
tangle particles 1 and 2 into one of the four Bell states
given by Eqn. 1. Since particles 2 and 3 where previ-
ously correlated, the resulting state of particle 3, which
is in another location, is dependent on which Bell state
particles 1 and 2 are projected into by the measurement.
If particles 2 and 3 initially resided in the singlet state,
given by Eqn. 1a, then expressing the wave function of
the entire system in terms of the Bell basis of particles
1 and 2, as is done in [1], reveals that the four possible
resulting states of particle 3 are
|φ3〉1 = −a |↑3〉 − b |↓3〉
|φ3〉2 = −a |↑3〉+ b |↓3〉
|φ3〉3 = a |↓3〉+ b |↑3〉
|φ3〉4 = a |↓3〉 − b |↑3〉
The resulting |φ3〉1 state corresponds to a simple phase
shift of the original unknown state, |φ1〉, while the other
three correspond to 180◦ rotations of |φ1〉 about the x,
y, and z axes. Since the resulting state of particle 3 is
correlated to the Bell basis measurement result of parti-
cles 1 and 2, the measurement result can be relayed to
the location of particle 3, indicating which unitary op-
erator (if any) the receiver must apply to particle 3 to
completely reconstruct the original unknown state |φ1〉
and complete the teleportation process [1]. The process
of quantum teleportation is more rigorously described in
[1].
A special case of quantum teleportation occurs when
all particles in the system reside in entangled states. Con-
sider a system of four entangled particles, where particles
1 and 2 are entangled in a Bell state and particles 3 and 4
are entangled in a separate Bell state. If particles 2 and 3
are then entangled and projected into a Bell state, it fol-
lows that the particles with which they were previously
paired, particles 1 and 4, will also be entangled and pro-
jected into a Bell state. It turns out that no matter what
combination of Bell states particles 1 and 2 and particles
3 and 4 reside in, if particles 2 and 3 are projected into a
bell state the final state of the system will be one of the
following four,
|Ψ1234〉 =
∣∣∣Φ(+)23 〉⊗ ∣∣∣Φ(+)14 〉 (2a)
|Ψ1234〉 =
∣∣∣Φ(−)23 〉⊗ ∣∣∣Φ(−)14 〉 (2b)
|Ψ1234〉 =
∣∣∣Ψ(+)23 〉⊗ ∣∣∣Ψ(+)14 〉 (2c)
|Ψ1234〉 =
∣∣∣Ψ(−)23 〉⊗ ∣∣∣Ψ(−)14 〉 . (2d)
where the resulting entangled states of particles 2 and
3 and particles 1 and 4 are the Bell states given in
Eqn. 1 [9]. Thus, Eqn. 2 indicates that whichever Bell
state particles 2 and 3 are projected into is the same
Bell state particles 1 and 4 are projected into. This cre-
ation of two new EPR pairs causes all four particles in
the system to swap entanglement partners and is there-
fore refereed to as pair, or entanglement, swapping The
model discussed in this paper, investigates the thermo-
dynamical effects of a Bell state projection interaction in
a quenched spin lattice. A Bell state projection inter-
action or measurement is responsible for both quantum
teleportation and pair swapping as well as the creation
of entangled EPR pairs.
Normally, the quantum teleportation process requires
a classical channel to complete the operation with 100%
31 2 3
2 31
Location 1
Location 1
Location 2
Location 2
Bell state measurement 
of particles 1 and 2
Bell state measurement 
of particles 1 and 2
Entangled EPR 
Pair
Unpaired single 
particle in arbitrary 
spin state
{
New Entangled EPR Pair
{
Arbitrary distance, several 
millimeters or kilometers
Now particle 3 is an 
unpaired particle with spin 
state related to the original 
state of particle 2
Classical Channel to relay Bell state 
measurement result for particles 1 and 2
FIG. 1: Quantum teleportation schematic.Throughout the teleportation process, particles 1 and 2 are located
separately from particle 3. Initially particles 2 and 3 are entangled in an EPR pair while particle 1 resides in the
unknown state which is to be teleported. After a measurement of particles 1 and 2 is preformed in the Bell basis,
particles 1 and 2 comprise a new EPR pair, and particle 3 resides in a non-entangled state related to the initial state
of particle 1.To complete the teleportation process, the result of the Bell basis measurement of particles 1 and 2 is
relayed to the reviver at Location 2, via a classical channel, allowing the receiver to determine which unitary
operator to apply to completely reconstruct the initial state of particle 1.
fidelity. That is, the appropriate 180◦ rotation required
to finish the process with complete certainty needs to be
communicated to the member of the EPR pair prepared
to receive the unknown state. In our case, we dispense
with the classical channel and allow statistics to deter-
mine how the unknown state is transported across the
lattice. As described above, in the standard treatment,
the unknown state has complex coefficients a and b which
characterize the state to be teleported. In our case, to
simplify the model for this treatment, a and b are ei-
ther 0 or 1. That is, the unknown states are always z-
component spin eigenstates. As a result, up to an overall
phase that does not affect the dynamics of the model,
the unknown quantum state is always teleported with a
50% fidelity. Otherwise, it is the opposite spin state is
teleported. What makes this interesting, regardless of
the fidelity, is that a local interaction in one part of the
lattice can force the spin state into another part of the
lattice. A random spin state is inserted into the lattice
even if it would not be normally energetically favorable
to do so.
Future models will incorporate a lattice of spin states
with arbitrary complex coefficients. This is equivalent
to a lattice of Bloch spheres. By retaining all the phase
information, a richer variety of interactions can be ex-
plored. Decoherence could then be modeled using a den-
sity matrix approach whereby the state vectors not only
reside on the surface of the Bloch spheres, but can diffuse
into the bulk of the spheres in time due to interactions.
III. THE ISING MODEL OF A FERROMAGNET
AND THE METROPOLIS ALGORITHM
The Ising model of a ferromagnet is a simplified model
which provides relevant insight into the thermodynamic
behavior of a ferromagnet, specifically the spontaneous
phase change from a non-magnetic to magnetic state.
The Ising model of a ferromagnet consists of a set of
spins, and thus magnetic moments, arranged in a regu-
lar lattice, usually linear, square, or cubic depending on
dimension. These spins can take one of two values +1
(spin up) or -1 (spin down). Each spin in the lattice is
acted upon by its immediate neighbors, where the force
is dependent on the relative orientation of the neighbor-
ing spins. Aligned spins are favored while anti-aligned
spins are not. Since each spin has a magnetic moment,
all spins can be acted upon by an external magnetic field
4as well. The total energy of the system is given by
E = −
∑
(i,j)
sisj −mBext
∑
i
si (3)
where si is the spin state of the ith spin,  is the mag-
nitude of the energy of two neighboring spins, m is the
magnetic moment of a spin, Bext is the external mag-
netic field, and the sum over (i, j) indicates a sum over
all neighboring spins [10]. The first term in Equation 3
represents the energy from the interaction between neigh-
boring spins, while the second term represents the energy
from each spins interaction with an external magnetic
field. Therefore, in the absence of an external magnetic
field the energy of the system is
E = −
∑
(i,j)
sisj (4)
where the sum is agin carried over all neighboring spins.
The total magnetization of the system is given by
M = m
∑
i
si (5)
where in this case the sum is carried over all spins. The
Ising model holds for any dimension, however the one di-
mensional Ising model does not result in a phase change.
The two and three dimensional Ising models do display
phase changes. Several analytical solutions to the two di-
mensional Ising model have been completed, two of which
can be found in [10] [11], however no analytical solution
to the three dimensional Ising model has been found.
In addition to finding analytical solutions, the Ising
model can also be investigated through Monte Carlo algo-
rithms. However, since a lattice of any considerable size
has an innumerable number of possible states, it is prac-
tical to utilize a Monte Carlo algorithm with importance
sampling, specifically the Metropolis algorithm [12]. Un-
der the Metropolis algorithm, new random state configu-
rations are generated based on the Boltzmann probability
e−∆E/kBT (6)
where ∆E is the energy difference, kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, and T is the temperature of the system.
For the Ising Model, the Metropolis algorithm is specif-
ically executed as follows. A random spin within the lat-
tice is chosen and the energy difference, ∆E, that would
result from flipping the spin is calculated. If ∆E ≤ 0, i.e.,
flipping the spin lowers the energy of the system, then
the spin is flipped. However, if ∆E > 0, then the spin
is flipped with the probability given in Eqn. 6. Then the
thermodynamical quantities, such as energy, for this new
configuration can be calculated. The average of a ther-
modynamical quantity over all configurations generated
at a specific temperature results in that thermodynam-
ical quantities value for that temperature. The model
discussed in this paper is based on the Ising model and
is therefore investigated under the Metropolis algorithm.
For comparative purposes this paper presents the results
of the Ising model in addition to the modified case.
IV. ISING-INSPIRED MODEL OF QUANTUM
TELEPORTATION IN A SPIN LATTICE
In order to investigate the thermodynamical effects
of quantum teleportation in a quenched spin lattice, an
Ising-inspired model was developed. By directly modify-
ing the Ising model to encompass entangled Bell states
as well as Bell state projection and quantum decoherence
interactions, the quantum teleportation of spin states
within the lattice could occur. The model is structured
as a discrete lattice of stationary particles, just as the
Ising model. However, unlike the Ising model, each par-
ticle can reside in one of three distinct states, spin up,
spin down, or an entangled Bell state. Just as in the Ising
model, the spin up state is represented by s = +1 and
the spin down state is represented by s = −1. Each par-
ticle in an entangled Bell state resides in a perfect 50/50
superposition of a spin up and spin down state, thus the
energy between a particle in a Bell state and any neigh-
boring particle is the average of the energies given if the
Bell state particle was in either a spin up or spin down
state. Since the average of these two energies is zero, the
energy between a particle in a Bell state and any neigh-
boring particle is zero. Therefore, any particle residing
in a Bell state can be represented by s = 0.
The total energy of the lattice is still defined as it was
for the Ising model and is given by Eqn. 4, however the
possible values of si are now +1, -1, and 0 instead of sim-
ply +1 or -1. Similarly, the magnetization of the lattice
is still defined by Eqn. 5 with the additional si value of
zero. In addition to adding Bell states, a Bell state pro-
jection interaction executed via the Metropolis algorithm
and a time dependent quantum decoherence interaction
were included. Since both of these interactions are de-
pendent of the specific Bell state in which an EPR pair
resides, the specific Bell state of all EPR pairs is also
determined and tracked throughout the model.
A. Bell State Projection Interaction
The Bell state projection interaction projects two par-
ticles within the lattice into an entangled Bell state. The
projection of two particles into a Bell state is the mecha-
nism that is responsible for both quantum teleportation
and pair swapping as discussed in Section II. Therefore,
the Bell state projection interaction may result in the
long range teleportation of quantum states within the
lattice or in pair swapping. Just as with the basic spin
flip interaction in the Ising model, the Bell state projec-
tion interaction is executed under the Metropolis algo-
rithm. Under the Metropolis algorithm, the Bell state
projection interaction is executed as follows. Two ran-
dom adjacent particles within the lattice are chosen and
the energy difference, ∆E, that would result from pro-
jecting the two particles into a Bell state is calculated.
For the case in which the teleportation of a quantum state
would result from the interaction, the energy change due
5to the teleportation of the quantum state is not consid-
ered in ∆E, since the exact state teleported is random.
Also, it is important to note that ∆E = 0 in the case
of a pair swap because all particles will remain in Bell
states, i.e., s = 0. If ∆E ≤ 0, then the two particles are
projected into a Bell state, where the specific Bell state
into which the two particles are projected is random and
each Bell state is equally probable. If ∆E > 0 then the
particles are randomly projected into a Bell state based
on the probability given in Equation 6. Again, the spe-
cific Bell state into which the particles are projected is
random where each Bell state is equally likely. When two
particles are projected into a Bell state there are three
possible results, where each result depends on the initial
states of the involved particles. Each of the three possible
resulting cases is outlined below.
The first and simplest case, case 1, is the projection of
two non-entangled particles into an entangled Bell state.
This occurs if both particles involved in the Bell state
projection interaction reside in either a spin up or spin
down state. A visual representation of a simple Bell state
projection is show in Fig. 2.
The second and most interesting case, case 2, is the
teleportation of a quantum state. This occurs when one
particle involved in the interaction resides in either a spin
up or spin down state and the other resides in one of the
four Bell states. Considering all possible combinations
of the two spin states and the four Bell states results in
eight possible situations described by the following prod-
uct state wave functions,
∣∣∣Ψ(−)23 〉 |↑1〉 = 12 [− ∣∣∣Ψ(−)12 〉 |↑3〉 − ∣∣∣Ψ(+)12 〉 |↑3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(−)12 〉 |↓3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(+)12 〉 |↓3〉] (7a)∣∣∣Ψ(−)23 〉 |↓1〉 = 12 [− ∣∣∣Ψ(−)12 〉 |↓3〉 − ∣∣∣Ψ(+)12 〉 |↓3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(−)12 〉 |↑3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(+)12 〉 |↑3〉] (7b)∣∣∣Ψ(+)23 〉 |↑1〉 = 12 [∣∣∣Ψ(−)12 〉 |↑3〉+ ∣∣∣Ψ(+)12 〉 |↑3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(−)12 〉 |↓3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(+)12 〉 |↓3〉] (7c)∣∣∣Ψ(+)23 〉 |↓1〉 = 12 [− ∣∣∣Ψ(−)12 〉 |↓3〉+ ∣∣∣Ψ(+)12 〉 |↓3〉 − ∣∣∣Φ(−)12 〉 |↑3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(+)12 〉 |↑3〉] (7d)∣∣∣Φ(−)23 〉 |↑1〉 = 12 [− ∣∣∣Ψ(−)12 〉 |↓3〉 − ∣∣∣Ψ(+)12 〉 |↓3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(−)12 〉 |↑3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(+)12 〉 |↑3〉] (7e)∣∣∣Φ(−)23 〉 |↓1〉 = 12 [− ∣∣∣Ψ(−)12 〉 |↑3〉+ ∣∣∣Ψ(+)12 〉 |↑3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(−)12 〉 |↓3〉 − ∣∣∣Φ(+)12 〉 |↓3〉] (7f)∣∣∣Φ(+)23 〉 |↑1〉 = 12 [∣∣∣Ψ(−)12 〉 |↓3〉+ ∣∣∣Ψ(+)12 〉 |↓3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(−)12 〉 |↑3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(+)12 〉 |↑3〉] (7g)∣∣∣Φ(+)23 〉 |↓1〉 = 12 [− ∣∣∣Ψ(−)12 〉 |↑3〉+ ∣∣∣Ψ(+)12 〉 |↑3〉 − ∣∣∣Φ(−)12 〉 |↓3〉+ ∣∣∣Φ(+)12 〉 |↓3〉] (7h)
where particles 1 and 2 are involved in the Bell state pro-
jection interaction, particle 1 initially resides in either a
spin up or spin down state, and particles 2 and 3 are
initially entangled in one of the four Bell states. Equa-
tion 7 shows that every spin state, Bell state combination
results an 50% probability that the teleported state, final
state of particle 3, will be spin up and a 50% probability
that the teleported state will be spin down. Therefore,
since the specific spin state that is teleported is random,
the teleported state may actually increase the energy of
the gas even if the projection of particles 1 and 2 into a
Bell state lowers the energy. Conversely, the teleported
state can also decrease the energy of the gas even though
the projections of particles 1 and 2 into a Bell state raises
the energy. A visual representation of a teleportation is
shown in Fig. 3.
The third and final case, case 3, is that of a pair swap.
This occurs when both particles involved in the Bell state
projection interaction are part of separate entangled Bell
states. The pair swap will occur in the manner described
in Section II and the four possible, and equally likely, re-
sulting wavefunctions are given by Eqn. 2. Since ∆E = 0
for all pair swap cases, a pair swap will always occur un-
der the Metropolis algorithm. The visual representation
of a pair swap is shown in Fig. 4.
Finally, it is important to note the inherent tendency
of the Bell state projection interaction to project all par-
ticles in the lattice into Bell states. Since the interaction
only projects particles into Bell states, as time and iter-
ation number progress, the number of particles in Bell
states increases. Thus, after many iterations most, if not
all, particles will reside in a Bell state. This will result in
a near zero energy. However, this effect can me mitigated
by a quantum decoherence interaction, which will return
particles in Bell states to the more classical spin states.
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Two random particles are 
chosen to interact. In this 
case neither is in a Bel State
The interaction 
does not occur
The interaction 
does occur
}No change to the system
The two interacting 
particles have been 
projected into an 
entangled Bell State
FIG. 2: Bell state projection schematic in a 5× 5 lattice. White represents spin up, black represents spin down, and
gray represents a Bell state. Each EPR pair is separately labeled, so that the particles labeled A represent one EPR
pair while the particles labeled B and C represent other separate EPR pairs.
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B
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A A
B
B
A
B
B
A
A A
B
B
Two Particles are 
randomly chosen to 
interact. In this case one is 
in a Bell state and the 
other is in a spin up state.
No 
Interaction 
Occurs
The Interaction occurs 
and the opposite state 
of the previously non-
entangled particle is 
transmitted
The interaction occurs 
and the state of the 
previously non-
entangled particle is 
teleported
Bell State Spin up
No change to 
the system
The two interacting 
particles are now 
entangled in a Bell 
State
The two interacting 
particles are now 
entangled in a Bell 
State
The state (spin up) of the 
previously non-entangled 
particle has been 
transmitted to the 
previously entangled 
partilce
The opposite state (spin 
down) of the previously 
non-entangled particle has 
been transmitted to the 
previously entangled 
partilce
}
FIG. 3: Quantum teleportation schematic in a 5× 5 lattice. White represents spin up, black represents spin down,
and gray represents a Bell state. Each EPR pair is separately labeled so that the particles labeled A represent one
EPR pair while the particles labeled B represent another separate EPR pair.
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D
Two random particles are 
chosen to interact. In this case 
both particles are part of 
separate entangled Bell states
Interaction 
occurs
The two interacting 
particles are entangled into 
a new Bell state
The partners of the interacting 
particles are also entangled 
into a new Bell state
FIG. 4: Pair swap schematic in a 5× 5 lattice. White represents spin up, black represents spin down, and gray
represents a Bell state. Each EPR pair is separately labeled so that the particles labeled A represent one EPR pair
while the particles labeled B, C, and D represent other separate EPR pairs. After the interaction, the particles
labeled C and D are the same particles previously labeled A and B, however, they are labeled differently because
they are now entangled in new EPR pairs with different partners.
B. Quantum Decoherence Interaction
The quantum decoherence interaction provides a very
simplified model and execution of quantum decoherence.
Quantum decoherence [13] is the process by which a
quantum system looses its quantum coherence and de-
volves into a semi-classical or classical state. The loss
of quantum information which causes the quantum sys-
tem to devolve is a result of the interaction between
the quantum system itself and the environment, which
is also treated as a quantum mechanical system. Quan-
tum correlations between the quantum system and the
environment allow quantum information to be dispersed
throughout the environment. This dispersion of quantum
information increases the entropy of the system.
The quantum decoherence interaction simulates a sim-
plified interaction between a particle in a Bell state and
its neighboring particles, i.e, local environment. The in-
teraction between a particle in Bell state and its neigh-
bors will cause the particle to disperse quantum infor-
mation and decohere into the more classical spin up and
spin down states. The dispersion of quantum informa-
tion is a result of the neighboring particles preforming a
measurement on the Bell state particle in a pointer basis
determined by the orientations of the neighboring parti-
cle’s spins. For example, if a majority of the neighboring
particles of a Bell state are spin up, then the Bell state
particle decohering into a spin up state will be energeti-
cally favorable. Thus, the neighboring particles will ”per-
form” an effective measurement on the Bell state particle
causing it to decohere into a spin up state. A similar de-
coherence of the Bell state particle to a spin down state
would occur if the majority of the neighboring particles
were in spin down states. The random likelihood that
a Bell state will decohere operates on a time dependent
probability, where the probability increases with the time
the particle has resided in a Bell state. The decoherence
probability is given by
Pd = 1− e−t/τ (8)
where t is the time in which the particle has been in a
Bell state, and τ is the characteristic decoherence time.
A visual representation of the quantum decoherence in-
teraction is shown in Fig. 5.
8When a particle in an EPR pair decoheres, its partner
will also decohere in a correlated manner. This correlated
decoherence will occur in a manner consistent with the
Bell state in which the two particles were previously en-
tangled. For example, if a particle residing in either the∣∣∣Ψ(+)12 〉 or ∣∣∣Ψ(−)12 〉 state decoheres into a spin up state, its
partner will decohere into a spin down state. In the gen-
eral case, when a particle in either the
∣∣∣Ψ(+)12 〉 or ∣∣∣Ψ(−)12 〉
state decoheres into a spin state, its partner will decohere
into the opposite spin state. Conversely, when a particle
in either the
∣∣∣Φ(+)12 〉 or ∣∣∣Φ(−)12 〉 state decoheres into a spin
state, its partner will decohere into the same spin state.
In addition to the quantum decoherence interaction mod-
eling the quantum mechanical interaction between a par-
ticle in a Bell state and its local environment, the interac-
tion also mitigates the Bell state projection interaction’s
inherent tendency to project all particles in the system
into Bell states.
V. NUMERICAL DETAILS
To isolate and understand the thermodynamical effect
of a Bell state projection interaction in a quenched spin
system, six different interaction models were conducted
under the Metropolis algorithm, three in one-dimension
and three in two-dimensions. The one-dimensional mod-
els and their designations are as follows; the pure one-
dimensional Ising model (1D Ising Model), the combina-
tion of the Bell state projection interaction and the quan-
tum decoherene interaction (Model 1A), and the combi-
nation of the Ising spin flip interaction, Bell state projec-
tion interaction, and quantum decoherence interaction
(Model 1B). The corresponding two-dimensional models
are as follows; The pure two-dimensional Ising model (2D
Ising Model), the combination fo the Bell state projection
and quantum decoherence interactions (Model 2A), and
the combination of the Ising spin flip, Bell state projec-
tion, and quantum decoherence interactions (Model 2B).
A summery of all models by name, dimensionality, and
comprising interactions is given in Table I.
TABLE I: Summery of models with name, dimensionality, and comprising interactions.
Model Dimension Ising spin flip interaction Bell state projection interaction Quantum decoherence interaction
1D Ising Model 1 yes no no
Model 1A 1 no yes yes
Model 1B 1 yes yes yes
2D Ising Model 2 yes no no
Model 2A 2 no yes yes
Model 2B 2 yes yes yes
The three one-dimensional models were studied on a
1×40 linear lattice and the two-dimensional models were
studied on a 40×40 square lattice. The 1×40 and 40×40
lattices provided the optimal combination of of data vari-
ation reduction and computation time. The various mod-
els were iterated over varying temperature ranges, which
were dependent on the dimensionality and τ value used.
Each temperature range was split into a finite number
of evenly spaced points so that a data point density of
about 306 data points per temperature [kBT/] resulted,
where  is the neighboring spin interaction energy given
in Eqn. 4. The Metropolis algorithm was executed 50,000
time at each temperature point. The resulting lattice for
each iteration and temperature point was used as the
initial lattice for the next. To determine the effects of
varying τ values, given in Eqn. 8, all interaction mod-
els involving the Bell state projection and quantum de-
coherence interactions (Model 1A, Model 1B, Model 2A,
and Model 2B) were conducted with τ values of 10−7Itot,
10−5Itot, 10−4Itot, 10−3Itot, 10−2Itot, 10−1Itot, Itot, and
102Itot, where Itot is the total number of Iterations over
all temperature steps. The temperature dependent ther-
modynamical quantities of energy, magnetization, spe-
cific heat, and entanglement density were determined
from each execution.
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The neighboring particles 
to each Bell state particle 
can cause it to decohere 
into a spin state
The Bell state 
particle does 
not decohere
The Bell state particle 
does decohere and 
was in either the 
|Φ +> or |Φ -> state 
The Bell state particle 
does decohere and 
was in either the 
|Ψ+> or |Ψ-> state 
No change to 
the system
The Bell state 
particle decohered 
into a spin down 
state
The Bell state 
particle decohered 
into a spin down 
state
Since the Bell state particle 
was in the |Ψ+> or |Ψ-> 
state, the particle with 
which it was entangled 
decohered into a spin up 
state
Since the Bell state particle 
was in the |Φ +> or |Φ -> 
state, the particle with 
which it was entangled 
decohered into a spin 
down state
}
In this case, the neighboring 
particles will promote the Bell 
particle to decohere into a spin 
down state since it produces a 
more favorable configuration.
FIG. 5: Decoherence schematic in a 5× 5 lattice. White represents spin up, black represents spin down, and gray
represents a Bell state. Each EPR pair is separately labeled so that the particles labeled A represent one EPR pair
while the particles labeled B represent another separate EPR pair. When a particle in an EPR pair decoheres, its
partner will also decohere in a correlated manner consistent with the Bell state in which the particles used to reside.
VI. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The preliminary thermodynamic results in both one-
and two-dimensions displayed critical behavior varying
from that displayed by the Ising model. For both one-
and two-dimensions the existence and location of a crit-
ical temperature was dependent on the τ parameter
used in the decoherence interaction. For small τ val-
ues, which correlates to short decoherence times, the one-
dimensional results displayed no critical behavior. Thus
the low τ value one-dimensional energies and specific
heats, as well as those obtained for the one-dimensional
Ising model, were fitted to the respective one-dimensional
Ising model analytical energy and specific heat. The one-
dimensional Ising model results matched the analytical
functions almost exactly, however the other low τ value
results displayed some variation. Where critical behavior
occurred, the magnetization and specific heat data was
fitted to the respective proportional power laws of
M ∝ |Tc − T |β for T < Tc (9)
for magnetization and
CV ∝ |Tc − T |α (10)
for specific heat, where T is temperature and Tc is the
critical temperature. Each respective least squares power
law fit of the resulting magnetization and specific heat
data was used to determine the critical temperature of
each model and its dependence on the τ parameter. How-
ever, because of limitations in computational power the
power law fits applied to the two dimensional Ising model
results produced a critical temperature which differed
from the analytical critical temperature by 0.061 kBT/.
Therefore, for all critical temperatures resulting from the
power law fits, the difference between the analytical and
determined Ising model critical temperature was added
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to all errors given by the covariance matrix of the fit.
However, since the covariance matrix error in the criti-
cal temperture was several orders of magnitude smaller
than the critical temperature difference error, the critical
temperature difference error dominates.
A. One Dimensional Results
The thermodynamical results (energy, specific heat,
magnetization, and entanglement density) for Model 1A
are shown in Fig. 8 and the results for Model 1B are
shown in Fig. 9. For low τ values (approximately ≤ 550
iterations) no critical behavior is displayed by either in-
teraction and the energy and specific heat follow a func-
tionality similar to the one-dimensional Ising model. In
order to determine the variation of each interaction from
the 1D Ising Model, the energy and specific heat data
of Models 1A and 1B with the τ values of 5.5 and 550
iterations as well as the 1D Ising Model were fit to the
known one-dimensional Ising model energy,
−N tanh 
kBT
, (11)
and specific heat,
N2
kBT 2
sech

kBT
(12)
where N is the particle number or lattice length of the
system. The varying lattice lengths which resulted from
the fits are given in Table II. As expected the 1D Ising
Model fits give the correct particle number of 40. How-
ever, both the fits of Model 1A and Model 1B gave incor-
rect lattice lengths indicating that even at low τ values
the Bell state and decoherence interactions alter the ther-
modynamics of the system.
TABLE II: Resulting lattice lengths from fits of low τ
value energies and specific heats to Eqn. 11 and 12 for
the 1D Ising Model, Model 1A, and Model 1B. Reported
lengths are given in number of particles in lattice. All
fitted models had an actual lattice length of 40 particles.
τ 1D Ising Model Model 1A Model 1B
None 40.0± 0.4 - -
5.5 - 31.1± 0.1 35.4± 0.1
550 - 45.1± 0.7 47.7± 0.4
For larger τ values (τ > 550 iterations), corresponding
to longer decoherence times, both Model 1A and Model
1B began to display critical behavior. Thus the magne-
tization and specific heat data for these higher τ values
were fit to the respective power laws given by Eqn. 9 and
Eqn. 10.. For very large τ values (τ ≥ Itot), the system
becomes completely or almost completely saturated with
Bell states resulting in all thermodynamical quantities
remaining relatively constant even at low temperatures.
This saturation prevented a critical temperature from be-
ing determined for Models 1A and 1B with τ = Itot. A
plot of the critical temperature vs. the natural logarithm
of τ for both Model 1A and Model 1B is shown in Fig. 6.
As can be seen in Fig. 6, the critical temperature for
both models decreases at about the same rate as the τ
parameter increases. In addition to this, as the τ param-
eter increases the energy, magnetization, and entangle-
ment density of both models converge to a step function,
where the step occurs at the critical temperature. This
in turn causes the specific heat to converge functionally
to a delta spike.
FIG. 6: One dimensional critical temperatures vs. log(τ)
for relevant τ values.
B. Two Dimensional Results
The thermodynamical results (energy, specific heat,
magnetization, and entanglement density) for Model 2A
are shown in Fig. 10 and the results for Model 2B are
shown in Fig. 11. For low τ values (τ ≤ 750 itera-
tions) and short decoherence tomes, Model 2Al did not
show any apparent critical behavior where Model 2Bl
did. Therefore, where critical behavior was apparent a
least squares fit of the magnetization and specific heat to
the respective power laws, Eqn. 9 and 10, were applied
to determine the critical temperature. Just as with the
one-dimensional models, as the τ parameter increases the
energy, magnetization, and entanglement density of both
models converge to a step function and the specific heat
converges to a delta spike. In addition, large τ values
cause the system to become saturated with Bell states
resulting in a loss of critical behavior.
A plot of the critical temperature vs. the natural
logarithm of the τ parameter for both Model 2A and
Model 2B are shown in Fig. 7. In contrast to the one-
dimensional case, Tc vs. log(τ) for Model 2B begins to
diverge from the Model 2A as τ becomes smaller, ap-
proaching a constant value. Also, this constant value
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differs from the critical temperature of the pure Ising
model.
FIG. 7: Two dimensional critical temperatures vs. log(τ)
for relevant τ values. Both the accepted critical temper-
ature for the two dimensional Ising model and that given
by the model are shown as well.
VII. CONCLUSION/FUTURE WORK
By utilizing an Ising-inspired numerical model, the
temperature dependent effects of spontaneous quantum
teleportation and pair swapping on several thermody-
namical quantities was examined within a one- and two-
dimensional spin lattice. Several models were developed
by modifying the pure Ising model spin lattice to include
a Bell state projection interaction and quantum deco-
herece interaction instead of and in addition to the typi-
cal spin flip of the Ising model. By executing each model
via the Metropolis algorithm the temperature dependent
effects of the interactions on multiple thermodynamical
quantities was determined. In addition, the time depen-
dent decoherence parameter, τ , was also varied to deter-
mine its effect on the thermodynamical quantities. The
resulting thermodynamical quantities of energy, specific
heat, and magnetization were compared with those of the
pure Ising model in both one and two dimensions.
In one dimension, Model 1A and Model 1B, the pre-
liminary results at low τ values show no critical behavior
and follow those of the Ising model. However, as the τ
parameter is increased both Model 1A and Model 1B de-
veloped critical behavior in the thermodynamical quan-
tities, something not seen in the one-dimensional Ising
model. However, no difference in the τ dependent criti-
cal temperatures between Model 1A and Model 1B was
observed.
The preliminary two-dimensional results, Model 2A
and Model 2B, displayed a variation between themselves
as well as with the pure two-dimensional Ising model.
Model 2A displayed no apparent critical behavior at low
τ values where as the 2D Ising model and Model 2B did.
In addition, at these low τ values the critical temper-
atures of Model 2B were higher than that of the pure
two-dimensional Ising model. As the τ parameter was
increased, both Model 2A and Model 2B experience crit-
ical behavior. For moderate τ values, the critical temper-
atures of Model 2A and Model 2B were very near that of
the pure two-dimensional Ising model. However, as τ was
increased these critical temperatures become much lower
than the critical temperature of the pure two-dimensional
Ising model. For high τ values, the critical temperatures
of Model 2A and Model 2B are nearly identical, however
as τ is decreased the critical temperatures of the two
models diverge, with the critical temperature of Model
2B approaching a constant value.
Future work investigating the thermodynamical effects
of spontaneous quantum teleportation in a spin lattice
will include working to determine an analytical Hamil-
tonian and partition function for all models. If an ana-
lytical result can be determined it can be compared with
those given by the numerical models. Future work on the
numerical model will include the addition of dynamic mo-
tion of the spins within the lattice. This dynamic motion
should allow more long range quantum teleportaion and
quantum decoherence effects to take place. In addition,
both models will be expanded to include more general su-
perimposed spin states instead of the binary spin states
currently used. These superimposed spin states can be
modeled by the spin vector lying on the surface of a Bloch
sphere. Quantum decoherence could then be represented
as the decay of the spin vector from the surface of the
Bloch sphere.
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(a) Model 1A energy results.
(b) Model 1A specific heat results for low τ values.
(c) Model 1A specific heat results for high τ values. (d) Model 1A magnetization results for low τ values.
(e) Model 1A magnetization results for high τ values.
(f) Model 1A entanglement density results.
FIG. 8: Results for Model 1A. 1D Ising Model results are also shown for comparison. Direction in which the
thermodynamical results change with increasing τ values (decoherence time) are also indicated. Vertical lines
indicate the critical temperatures determined from the fit of both the specific heat and magnetization. As τ
increases, the critical temperatures reflected in these thermodynamical results decrease. Fig. 8a: for low τ values the
resulting energies resemble that of the 1D Ising Model. As the τ parameter increases, the temperature dependent
energy results approach a step function. Fig. 8b: the specific heats functionally resemble those of the 1D Ising
Model, with the lower τ value resembling the 1D Ising model very closely. Fig. 8c: as τ increases the critical
temperature decreases while the specific heat curves become steeper and begin to resemble a delta function. Fig. 8d:
as τ increases, the temperature at which the system gains an average non-zero magnetization decreases. No definite
critical transition temperature is apparent. Fig. 8e: as τ increases, the temperature at which the system gains an
average non-zero magnetization decreases. Also, with increasing τ a definite critical transition temperature becomes
more apparent, where it was not for lower τ values. Fig. 8f: as τ is increased, the maximum entanglement density of
the system increases. Also, with increasing τ , the temperature at which the system transitions to a near zero
entanglement density decreases and the temperature dependent entanglement density approaches a step function.
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(a) Model 1B energy results.
(b) Model 1B specific heat results for low τ values.
(c) Model 1B specific heat results for high τ values. (d) Model 1B magnetization results for low τ values.
(e) Model 1B magnetization results for high τ values.
(f) Model 1B entanglement density results.
FIG. 9: Results for Model 1B. 1D Ising Model results are also shown for comparison. Direction in which the
thermodynamical results change with increasing τ values (decoherence time) are also indicated. Vertical lines
indicate the critical temperatures determined from the fit of both the specific heat and magnetization.As τ
increases, the critical temperatures reflected in these thermodynamical results decrease. Fig. 9a: for low τ values the
resulting energies resemble that of the 1D Ising Model. As the τ parameter increases, the temperature dependent
energy results approach a step function. Fig. 9b: these specific heats functionally resemble those of the 1D Ising
Model, with the lower τ value resembling the 1D Ising model very closely. Fig. 9c: as τ increases the critical
temperature decreases while the specific heat curves become steeper and begin to resemble a delta function. Fig. 9d:
as τ increases, the temperature at which the system gains an average non-zero magnetization decreases. No definite
critical transition temperature is apparent. Fig. 9e: as τ increases, the temperature at which the system gains an
average non-zero magnetization decreases. Also, with increasing τ a definite critical transition temperature becomes
more apparent, where it was not for lower τ values. Fig. 9f: As τ is increased, the maximum entanglement density of
the system increases. Also, with increasing τ , the temperature at which the system transitions to a near zero
entanglement density decreases and the temperature dependent entanglement density approaches a step function.
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(a) Model 2A energy results.
(b) Model 2A specific heat results for low τ values.
(c) Model 2A specific heat results for mid-range τ values. (d) Model 2A specific heat results for high τ values.
(e) Model 2A magnetization results. (f) Model 2A entanglement density results.
FIG. 10: Results for Model 2A. 2D Ising Model results are also provided for comparison. Direction in which the
thermodynamical results change with increasing τ values (decoherence time) are also indicated. Vertical lines
indicate the critical temperatures determined from the fit of both the specific heat and magnetization.As τ
increases, the critical temperatures reflected in these thermodynamical results decrease, diverging from the 2D Ising
Model. Fig. 10a: at low τ values, the energy functions are lower and smoother than the 2D Ising model energy. As τ
increases, the energy functions become more drastic surpassing the 2D Ising model energy and approaching a step
function. Fig. 10b: at these low τ values the specific heat results are relatively smooth displaying no apparent
critical temperature, in contrast to the 2D Ising Model also shown. Fig. 10c: for these τ values the specific heats
display critical behavior similar to the 2D Ising Model. However, the critical temperatures are lower than that of the
2D Ising Model. Fig. 10d: at these higher τ values the critical temperatures displayed by the specific heats are lower
than that of the 2D Ising Model and become lower with increasing τ . Also, as τ increases, the specific heat
transitions become more drastic and begin to resemble a delta function. Fig. 10e: as the τ parameter increases, the
critical temperature of the magnetic transition decreases. In addition, as τ increases, the transition becomes more
drastic and begins to resemble a step function at very high τ values. Fig. 10f: as τ is increased, the maximum
entanglement density of the system increases. Also, with increasing τ , the temperature at which the system
transitions to a near zero entanglement density decreases and the temperature dependent entanglement density
approaches a step function.
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(a) Model 2B energy results.
(b) Model 2B specific heat results for low τ values.
(c) Model 2B specific heat results for mid-range τ values. (d) Model 2B specific heat results for high τ values.
(e) Model 2B magnetization results. (f) Model 2B entanglement density results.
FIG. 11: Results for Model 2B. 2D Ising Model results are also provided for comparison. Direction in which the
thermodynamical results change with increasing τ values (decoherence time) are also indicated. Vertical lines
indicate the critical temperatures determined from the fit of both the specific heat and magnetization.As τ
increases, the critical temperatures reflected in these thermodynamical results decrease, diverging from the 2D Ising
Model. Fig. 11a: At low τ values, the energy functions are lower but very similar to the 2D Ising model energy. At
mid-range τ values, the energies are very similar and close in magnitude to the 2D Ising model. As τ increases, the
energy functions become more drastic surpassing the 2D Ising model energy and approaching a step function.
Fig. 11b: for these low τ values, the specific heats display critical behavior similar to the 2D Ising Model. However,
the critical temperatures are lower than that of the 2D Ising Model. Fig. 11c: for these τ values the specific heats
resemble the 2D Ising Model results. However, the critical temperatures are lower than that of the 2D Ising Model,
with the critical temperature for τ = 5.5e4 iterations residing very close to the 2D Ising Model critical temperature.
Fig. 11d: at these higher τ values the critical temperatures displayed by the specific heats are lower than that of the
2D Ising Model and become lower with increasing τ . Also, as τ increases, the specific heat transitions become more
drastic and begin to resemble a delta function. Fig. 11e: at lower τ values the magnetizations resemble that the the
2D Ising Model. As the τ parameter increases, the critical temperature of the magnetic transition decreases. In
addition, as τ increases, the transition becomes more drastic and begins to resemble a step function at very high τ
values. Fig. reffig:2D IB ED: as τ is increased, the maximum entanglement density of the system increases. Also,
with increasing τ , the temperature at which the system transitions to a near zero entanglement density decreases
and the temperature dependent entanglement density approaches a step function.
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